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 Memory consumption, of opened and closed lists in graph searching 

algorithms, affect in finding the solution. Using frontier boundary will reduce 

the memory usage for a closed list, and improve graph size expansion. The 

blind algorithms, depth-first frontier Searches, and breadth-first frontier 

Searches were used to compare the memory usage in slide tile puzzles as an 

example of the cyclic graph. This paper aims to prove that breadth-first 

frontier search is better than depth-first frontier search in memory usage. 

Both opened and closed lists in the cyclic graph are used. The level number 

and nodes count at each level for slide tile puzzles are changed when starting 

from different empty tile location. Eventually, the unorganized spiral path in 

depth-first search appears clearly through moving inside the graph to find 

goals. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Various search algorithms complexities were considered in terms of time, space, and cost of optimal 

path solution. Most of the previous work focused on heuristic search at A* [1] and IDA* [2]. The complexity 

in the worst case in space required for breadth-first search (BFS) is O(bd), and depth-first search (DFS) is 

only O(d) [3]. For acyclic graph as DFS need linear space in maximum search depth and expand more nodes 

[4], but One limitation of BFS and DFS algorithms is that they expand and store all possible intermediate 

nodes [5]. BFS uses too much space, where DFS, in general, uses too much time without guaranteed to find 

the shortest path in solutions [3]. 

Frontier, Sparse, [6], [7] and Divide-and-Conquer [8] will reduce the space for a close list. It save 

memory to increase the expand graph. When a problem is not fit in memory at cyclic graph or only contain a 

small number of cycles in breadth first search algorthem [9], [10]. Divide-and-Conquer frontier search save 

memory by storing only the open list and not the closed list as save in slow magnetic disk files to speed up 

internal memory search. This is done by using delayed duplication detection to remove nodes duplication 

[11]-[13]. At the same time, frontier reduces the size as a boundary in the search graph, that prevents 

previously closed nodes from being revisited [14]. To breaks down behaviour of algorithm exploits problem 

decomposition using search spaces [15] to improve search for breadth-first search and depth-first search. 

This research will compare total memory usage at breadth first search [16], [17], [3] and depth-first 

search [18], [17], [3] algorithms using frontier for an opening list and active closing list which use to detect 

duplicate nodes. The useless close list nodes for detect duplicate will be removed from memory to magnetic 

disk files because they only used to extract path when reaching the goal. The slide tile puzzles [5], [19]-[26] 
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sizes 2X4, 2X5, 3X3 used to compare the memory usage at the two algorithms with frontier search as cyclic 

graph. 

The main contribution for this research is to prove that breadth first frontier search (BFFS) 

consumes less memory for an open list and close list than depth first frontier search (DFFS) in cyclic graph. 

This fact for all nodes lists in all case study even when changing the empty tile location. The better 

description for DFFS when moving in the domain as unorganized spiral way, at last, the graph shape is 

changing, when the empty tile location change in the case study especially when the branch factor number 

change.  

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD  

All the calculations at this paper consider the start node located at level one.  

 

2.1.  Generate BFFS scenario 

The scenario to generate breadth first search use current list (CL), future list (FL), previous list (PL) 

and final close list (NL) to save nodes. The first use list is CL to generate from each node all its related 

nodes. If the new node is not in PL and FL, then it will be added to the FL in a unique order directly. When 

finish passes through CL, the PL moves to NL, then CL moves to PL, then FL moves to CL, and FL became 

empty to be filled in the next step. In the final level, the FL will be empty so PL and CL will move to NL. 

As the CL sorted, the siblings visit in order at this paper, but this is not important as the results 

related to levels. Table 1 display the BFFS lists and there uses. The using of NL is important to get all the 

domain nodes and the path nodes if required. Otherwise, it can be neglected as the result of Zhou and Hansen 

discovered the fact to use two levels for check is enough because it suffices to store a subpart of nodes that 

forms a boundary between the frontier and interior of the explicit search graph [18]. The Algorithm-1 is the 

pseudocode to generate all BFFS nodes as shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Table 1. BFFS lists and there uses 
List Name List Description 

FL Used to check duplication and used to add new unique nodes that not found here or in the previous list 

CL Use its node to Generate new nodes that will add to the future list if not found on the previous list and future 

list previously 

PL Used to check duplication and move to the final list when raising to a new level 
NL Save all list of the domain not used to detect duplicate nodes at search 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The pseudocode to generate all BFFS nodes 

 

 

2.2.  Generate DFFS scenario 

The scenario for DFFS nodes generating is more straightforward but less time-efficient compare to 

BFFS, only use the open stack (OS), previous list (PL) and final list (NL). First pop the node from the stack 

then generate its related nodes, any new node generated will be checked if not found in OS, and PL will be 

added at the top of nodes in the OS; the popped node will be added to PL. 

The pop from OS will be repeated until OS became empty, after all, available nodes popped, and no 

new node added. The NL list will be explained in detail when discussing the removing useless nodes at 

search from PL for DFFS. Table 2 displays DFFS lists and stack. The Algorithm-2 is the pseudocode to 

generate all DFFS nodes as shown in Figure 2. 
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Table 2. DFFS lists and stack 
List Name List Description 

OS Used to pop nodes to generate its related new nodes and push the new unique nodes to it which not found at 

the open stack and the previous list 

PL The popped nodes from the open stack added to the list to check duplication when new node generated. 

NL Save all useless nodes to detect duplicate nodes from the previous list when adding popped nodes. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Pseudocode to generate all DFFS nodes 

 

 

2.3.  Remove useless duplication detection nodes at DFFS 

The discovery of the Zhou and Hansen to form a boundary between frontier and interior of the 

explicit search graph [14] that used at BFS and then expand on BFFS by Korf and Zhong [7], is done on 

DFFS at this research. Any node shall have an extra parameter for the count of all its related node. That 

appears when generating related nodes named related count(RC). When the new corresponding nodes for the 

popped node generated and added to the OS, if not found in it and the PL; the work will start at PL to extract 

useless nodes to detect duplications. If the popped node and its new related node found at PL, the RC 

parameter is reduced by one. At the same time RC for popped node reduced by one. If RC equal zero for the 

popped node or its related nodes, that found at the previous list, then they can be removed from the previous 

list and added to the final list. 

Figure 3 shows the popped node E, if all the related node (D), (B), (H), and (F) are in the PL, then 

RC will equal 0. So it can be moved to NL safely because no node at OS will reach to it directly and all its 

related (D), (B), (H), and (F) found at the PL, that will not found or added to OS. The algorithm-4 is the 

pseudocode to optimize PL for the popped node and its related as shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. popped node E 

 

 

 

Figure 4. pseudocode to optimize PL for the popped node and its 

related 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1.  Depth-first search path 

The node that reaches from two paths at slide tile puzzle appears at level 7 for the first time; then it 

appears many times. When all nodes at the domain for size 3x3 checked, it found that all nodes generate 

scale from 12 nodes around, This fact leads to the way that depth-first search passes through the domain in a 

non-organized spiral way which cut by local maxima and domain edges. Figure 5 displays Manhattan 

distance that is similar to slide tile puzzle as they are cycle graph with different polygon which is four scales 

for Manhatten distance and 12 scales for slide tile puzzles, so it is more straightforward. The local maxima 

neglected to show the step of extract the domain in a spiral way. The priority to choose new node are left, 

down, right and at last up. 

The steps start from node A. Nodes B, D, F, and H pushed to stack. Then node H popped from the 

stack for the next step, the nodes I, G, and W pushed to stack. Then W popped from the stack for the next 

step and so on. The Table 3 shows the serial number of visit node, stack size and pushed nodes. It is noted 

that the path moves to one of the edges, then starts rotating around the domain from left to right. Then it tried 

to move inside the subdomain again. These steps repeated many times. The local maxima and the number of 

generated nodes will complicate the moving path for slide tile puzzles. The maximum memory use for the 

sample is nine nodes.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Manhattan distance 

Table 3. Visit node serial and stack node 
Serial Node Stack Status Stack Size 

1 A B, D, F, H 4 

2 H B, D, F, I, G, W 6 

3 W B, D, F, I, G, X, V 7 

4 V B, D, F, I, G, X, U 7 
5 U B, D, F, I, G, X, T 7 

6 T B, D, F, I, G, X, S 7 

7 S B, D, F, I, G, X, R 7 

8 R B, D, F, I, G, X, E, Q 8 

9 Q B, D, F, I, G, X, E, P 8 
10 P B, D, F, I, G, X, E, O 8 

11 O B, D, F, I, G, X, E, N 8 

12 N B, D, F, I, G, X, E, M, C 9 

13 C B, D, F, I, G, X, E, M, L 9 

14 L B, D, F, I, G, X, E, M, K 9 
15 K B, D, F, I, G, X, E, M, J 9 

16 J B, D, F, I, G, X, E, M, Y 9 

17 Y B, D, F, I, G, X, E, M 8 

18 M B, D, F, I, G, X, E 7 

19 E B, D, F, I, G, X 6 
20 X B, D, F, I, G 5 

21 G B, D, F, I 4 

22 I B, D, F 3 

23 F B, D 2 

24 D B 1 
25 B  0 

 

 

 

3.2.  The case study nodes count and levels 

If the domain calculated by permutation and remove the unreached node from the beginning node 

for the case study, it will be the factorial of the node size divide by 2 [20]. The domain size and level for all 

the case study when the empty space appears at all allowed locations displayed at Table 4. It’s noted that 

domain size will not be affected by changing the location of empty space but it will affect the domain levels 

as in some case decrease the maximum level by one especially when empty space at location with extra 

branch factor; also count of nodes at maximum level is change for each case study as the empty space 

location is change and maximum count appear when the empty space at location with four available move 

locations. 

 

 

Table 4. DFS & BFS sizes and levels 
Slide tile puzzle Domain levels Domain count Max. level nodes count 

Domain 2X4 36-37 20,160 1-4 

Domain 3X3 31-32 181,440 2-148 

Domain 2X5 55-56 1,814,400 1-12 
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The order of all nodes generated on levels for slide tile puzzle 2*4 on BFS as displayed in Figure 6 

increase by time as CL size increase, until reach to the maximum size. Then start reduced until reach the 

maximum level. This case appears for all slide tile puzzles chosen for the case study in this paper. The DFS 

generation levels order display in Figure 7 is similar for various case studies as DFS reached quickly to one 

global or local maximum nodes and then return back. So some deep nodes in the domain reached quickly 

and, others may be reached at the end of the search. DFS passing through the domain in the non-organized 

spiral way and when reaching local maxima or one of the global maxima return to the low level, then moving 

up if the node not found at PL until finish the domain or find the solution. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. BFS generation levels order 

 
 

Figure 7. DFS generation levels order 

 

 

3.3.  The related count for each node 

Each slide tile puzzle in the case study has tiles in different locations that have 2,3, and 4 related 

nodes allow for movement. When the generation of all the nodes and count nodes with 2, 3 and 4 nodes, then 

the results appear at Table 5. 

 

 

Table 5. Related nodescounts 
Slide tile puzzle Two related nodes Three related nodes Four related nodes 

Domain 2X4 10,080 10,080  

Domain 3X3 80,640 80,460 20,160 

Domain 2X5 725,760 1,088,640  

 

 

It appears that values calculated as In formula 1, Where C is related nodes counts, (A) is all domain 

counts, (T) is all location at slide tile puzzle and N is the count of locations with specifically related nodes. 

 

C=(A/T)*N (1) 

 

3.4.  The edge of slide tile domain 

When taking any path from the start node to all last level nodes and check the domain edges to the 

right and left from the path, the results will appear as in Table 6. It found that the domain edge is more than 

half of the maximum level in the normal breadth-first search, and the maximum level count ratio compare to 

all domain nodes decrease as the domain increase. It is 13.3 % for 3*3, 10.6 % in 2*4, and 9% in 2*5.  

 

 

Table 6. Domain edge 
Slide tile puzzle BFS edge level range Max. level count range Number of paths 

Domain 2X4 26-28 2,135-2,185 20 

Domain 3X3 26-28 24,095-25,956 164 

Domain 2X5 40-41 163,345-170,499 36 
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3.5.  The maximum open counts and levels 

The open nodes at BFS as the previous scenario will be the size of pending CL nodes plus the FL at 

any time, and the maximum level will be the future level. The max open nodes at DFS will be the size of OS, 

and the maximum level will be the popped node from the OS. The Table 7 display the domain maximum 

open nodes range and maximum level range for DFS and BFS when the Empty space location at all allow 

places; Figure 8 displays the maximum open count for BFS and DFS as it appears in the table. When the 

empty space location change then maximum open nodes in DFS and BFS levels change. The clear fact that 

appears at the table is the open nodes at BFS for all the study cases are less than the open node at DFS at 

worst cases for each of them. The maximum open nodes at DFS increase compare to BFS also increase when 

the domain size increase. The maximum open nodes level appears at a different location for the BFS and 

DFS.  

 

 

Table 7. DFS and BFS max. open count and level 
Slide tile puzzle BFS Max. Open DFS Max. Open 

Count Range Levels Count Ranges Levels 

Domain 2X4 2,011-2,063 25-26 4,391-4,440 22-25 

Domain 3X3 24,049-25,134 23-25 42,682-42,923 17-29 

Domain 2X5 133,477-135,599 36-38 375,210-375,728 26-37 

 

 

3.6.  The maximum close counts and levels 

The close nodes at BFS as the previous scenario will be the size of used nodes at CL plus PL at any 

time, and the maximum level will be the current level. The max open nodes at DFS will be the size of PL, 

and the maximum level will be the popped node from the OS. Table 8 displays the domain maximum close 

nodes ranges and the maximum level ranges for DFS and BFS when the Empty space location at all places 

allow at the case study. Figure 9 displays the maximum close count for BFS and DFS. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 8. Maximum open count for BFS and DFS 

 

Figure 9. Maximum close count for BFS and DFS 

 

 

Table 8. DFS and BFS max. close counts and levels 
Slide tile puzzle BFS Max. Close DFS Max. Close 

Count Range Levels Count Ranges Levels 

Domain 2X4 3,875-3,957 26-27 6,917-6,969 10-21 

Domain 3X3 44,271-44,959 25-26 66,774-67,006 21-28 

Domain 2X5 262,640-265,105 38 650,907-652,425 23-42 

 

 

As its appearance in the table when the empty space location change, the maximum close nodes at 

DFS and BFS levels change. The clear fact that appears in the table is the closed nodes at BFS for all study 

cases are less than the close node of DFS. The maximum close nodes increase the percentage at DFS 

compare to BFS when the domain size increase. The maximum close nodes level appears at different location 

for the BFS and DFS. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

This research concentrated on the memory usage in DFS and BFS strategies with frontier boundaries 

DFFS and BFFS. It clarified that presented count of nodes saved in memory, in the worst case for DFFS at 

open list and previous list, consumed more memory than BFFS. In the open list, it consumed 38.478%, and 

for the close list it consumed 43.229% in the case study. This allows expanding more nodes in the BFFS. The 

DFFS has the advantage to pass through the different levels in the unsorted path compare to BFFS, especially 

when the goal falls in deep location. The BFFS has an easy way to sort nodes and path optimality than DFFS, 

which give it an extra advantage. DFFS pass in the domain in a non-organized spiral path. It will be better 

than BFFS when the local maxima is reduced or eliminated in the domain as in acycle graph because it saves 

expanded nodes for each level in the path. This model finds a fact of domain shape change for the number of 

levels, and the number of nodes in each level when the empty space appears at a different location for the 

start node. The recommendations for future work to apply these results in depth-first search with iterative 

model and check expected results on other domains. 
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